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Emotion: Turning It Down—Turning It Up 

he EFT therapist contains negative emotion and 
escalating emotional interactions by: 

1. Reflecting and validating – being heard is calming.

2. Making the global, general and eternal more specific, concrete, context bound and here
and now, restating.
“When your partner says_ , right now, part of you gets very angry. Part of you
wants to him to hurt. You are saying, “When you give me these reasons, my sense is that
you are dismissing my hurt and I become enraged. I get to the place where I want you to
hurt too so you know how it feels. So you tell him …….” 

3. Placing in context and externalizing (putting negative responses in the context of the
cycle).

4. Normalizing (containing shame by comments such as “I guess we all do that when
we get scared by this. “I know that I ………. Many of us ………… In these situations...” 

5. Reflecting process, stopping interactions (“It seems we are getting caught in …………..I
am going to stop you now. Can we go back to …”) The session is your space that you 
structure as a secure base. 

6. Catching the bullet – framing an aggressive or negating response in terms of confusion or
difficulty on the part of the aggressive partner. “It is hard for you to hear him say……….. 
It doesn’t fit with how you see things. Your mind tries to protect you, tells you, ‘don’t be 
taken in here.” 

7. Changing level – going for the primary emotions and attachment meanings underlying
negative responses.

8. Interruption and soothing (grounding when a partner moves into a flashback in the
session. See Johnson and Williams Keeler, JMFT, 1998.)

In general, helping clients order and distil their experience in general makes it less overwhelming 
and easier to reflect on. 
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The EFT therapist turns up, and heightens engagement
in emotional experience by: 

1. Focusing in and repeating client statements, images, non-verbal cues such as sighs.
Bringing a number of poignant affect laden comments, images, handles, responses/actions 
together so that they form a coherent whole for the client to grasp. 

2. Using therapist non-verbals (RISSSC) to create safety and focus. Soft, slow voice helps
clients focus on primary emotions.

3. Using evocative questions – “What is happening for you as you say…… ?”

4. Interpreting (framing “discomfort” in terms of attachment “panic”).

5. Keeping language vivid, concrete, explicit, including finding evocative images that
capture a client’s experience. Blocking exits into general topics or intellectual
commentary.

6. Reframing interactional responses or surface emotions in terms of more primary
attachment longings, needs, fears, pain, vulnerabilities.

7. Enacting – formulating and stating a “new” clarified response to a partner also increases
engagement in, ownership of emerging experience.

8. Reflecting new interactional responses and placing them in a coherent attachment frame
encourages partners to “taste” and resonate with them.
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